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Current Status

- Mostly ready to go, except...
  - Some comments from Esko, nothing controversial
  - The Sleep Proxy Question
Sleep Proxy status

• Removed from the -11 version of the document
• Did not consult working group before doing this
• Need working group to decide whether this is okay, or whether we should finish the Sleep Proxy section of the document before shipping SRP as a whole
Arguments for removing Sleep Proxy

• Sleep Proxy specification in SRP isn’t really ready to publish, we’d have to hold up SRP
• Arguably it’s documenting something different anyway, although obviously related
• Could easily be documented as an SRP enhancement in draft-cheshire-edns0-owner-option
• Separating Sleep Proxy fate from SRP fate splits work into smaller chunks, which are easier to digest
• Changing DNSSD capabilities mean that the EDNS0 owner option maybe should be considered separately from the proxy question anyway
Arguments against:

• draft-cheshire-edns0-owner-option is long expired
• It’s not clear there’s energy to do this work
• Riding on the coat-tails of SRP would probably force us to finish Sleep Proxy sooner
What does the WG think?

• Anyone? Anyone? Bueller?